
The joys of getting over yourself, or, a race report of sorts 
Peter Shoemaker 
 
As many of you may recall should you struggle to do so, I followed the path of many others when I started 
this crazy pastime; I wrote long introspective race and running reports about coming to know myself in 
those long hours of solitude on the trail. Sometime later, I posted a report detailing an epiphany of 
another sort when I crewed a multi-day and realized that ego could only get in the way. I'd like to think 
I'm a little older and little more seasoned with a smattering of 50Ks, 50Ms, and a 100K (as well as a failed 
attempt at a 100) under my still buckle-less belt, and that my exuberance is tempered somewhat.  
 
But, again, this last weekend I had an exquisite opportunity to once more realize how important it is to 
get outside of yourself, and recognize that while most of the time the ultraworld does - in fact - revolve 
around you, sometimes it doesn't. And those can be the most rewarding of times on the trail. 
 
I volunteered to man an aid station at Jim's inaugural 50M Deadman Peaks Trail Run. I'm two months 
almost into rehab for a horrible ankle injury (caused, btw, by the unfortunate coincidence of booze, the 
middle of the night, a nearby mountain, and a lingering sense that I ought to make up for a missed day of 
running...yeah...stupid still, sometimes), and I worried about whether or not the bitter sting of seeing all 
those healthy runners blow through my aid station was going to be hard. Turns out no. Instead, from my 
arrival the night before in what must be one of the most exposed aid stations I've almost ever seen to the 
5AM coffee, to meeting Susan and Matt and then later fellow volunteers the two Bills, Steve, and Jeff, to 
the first, and the last runner through, I failed to even once worry that it wasn't me out there running. And 
I find that remarkable (obviously). 
 
Whether you consider it service to the sport or a Buddhist ego-excise exercise, I was reminded again of 
how powerful it is to simply be of help to those who truly need it, to those who are comforted by it, and 
even those who do nothing more that expect it. 
 
Jim - in his role of RD - perhaps experienced the same thing, but from where I stood, he managed it with 
even greater grace than I. It was a superb first running of a race, almost certainly the best I've ever seen.  
 
running on, albeit a little slower, but just in after my first full hour running on trail in 3 months, 
 
Peter 
ABQNM 


